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ABSTRACT

This work presents an alternative method for a reconstruction machine learning
algorithm in place of the one currently used by the NOνA (NuMI Off-axis νe Appearance)
group for the analysis of neutrino events at the Fermilab near and far detectors. Current
reconstruction methods are flawed because there are many challenges associated with
finding the proper vertex of a neutrino event including background noise, incorrect prong
creation, and secondary vertecies. This work presents a regression-based convolutional
neural network (CNN) that analyzes 2-dimensional pixel maps from NOνA’s catelog of
forward horn current (FHC) and reverse horn current (RHC) h5 files and more accurately
predicts the location of the vertex for each coordinate direction. Additionally, this model
can be implemented into NOνA using their primary framework, NOνASOFT and applied
to larger data sets to get a better comparison, or even to expand the model to take on
secondary vertexing.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the world of particle physics, there are many subatomic particles that scientists are
interested in studying. Some of these particles are naturally occurring, but a great many
can only be studied through the use of particle accelerators in a lab. The field of High
Energy Physics (HEP) strives to produce experimental results to shed light on the
standard model of particle physics. For example, protons (p+ ), one of the constituents of
atoms thought to be a fundamental building block of reality, were found to be made up of
smaller subatomic particles called quarks, each with their own flavor [1]. The HEP field is
also to thank for the discovery of anti-particles, muons (-µ), neutrinos (ν), and or course
the famous Higgs-Boson. Our tools have even let us discover new things about previously
existing particles, like the idea of charge conservation, lepton number conservation, and
even the nature of oscillating neutrinos [2]. More recently, physics experiments have
allowed scientists to gather data on a number of different nuclei and their electromagnetic
interactions based on scattering experiments [2]. These fundamental particles and how
they relate to each other through the existence of the four fundamental forces of gravity,
electromagnetism, strong, and weak interactions is what is known as the standard model of
physics [3]. What we know about the standard model is summarized in figure 1. The
photon γ, gluon, and the W and Z bosons are the currently known force carrying particles
that are correlated with the electromagnetic, strong, and weak forces respectively [4].
These are what are known as bosons, also easily identifiable by their integer spin value.
Fermions are another type of particle described by the standard model. This includes both
leptons and quarks, the former of which contains muons, electrons, and tau (τ ) particles as
well as the neutrinos that we are interested in for this analysis [4].
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Figure 1: Standard Model

One of the most elusive particles scientists have been studying in recent history is
the neutrino. Neutrinos were first postulated by Wolfgang Pauli back in the early 20th
century, when he encountered a lack of energy and charge conservation in beta decay [5].
Neutrinos themselves were not actually detected experimentally until much later on in the
1950’s [1]. As the name suggests, neutrinos are neutrally charged particles [6]. They were
first thought of as a means to solve the problem of energy conservation in Beta decay, a
process in which a beta particle is emitted from an atomic nucleus [1]. Neutrinos also come
in different flavors, or types corresponding to the weak interactions between the neutrinos
and the Muon (µ), Tau (τ ), and electron particles (e− ) [1]. One of the aspects that makes
the the most interesting to study is the fact that neutrinos can oscillate between these
different flavors [6].The probability of these oscillations turns out to be a function of the
distance the neutrino has traveled, its energy, and various other factors [7]. There are many
experiments that are dedicated to the study of neutrino oscillations, but because of the fact
that they are so elusive, a dense source of neutrinos is typically required [8]. There are
many reasons to study neutrinos from a scientist’s perspective. Firstly, they have a much
smaller mass than some of the other fundamental particles, with the electron neutrino (νe )
specifically only having a mass on the eV scale [5]. This is related to one of the main
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research goals surrounding neutrino research: determining the mass hierarchy of the
different neutrino flavors [7]. Understanding this would allow us to more accurately classify
the neutrinos and better adjust the standard model [5]. Secondly, as previously mentioned,
they are neutrally charged which makes it impossible to direct with a magnetic field and to
directly detect it in modern particle detectors as opposed to charged particles[3]. In fact,
because we cannot directly observe these particles with modern detector technology, it
becomes necessary to reconstruct the path and energy of the incoming neutrino in based on
the outgoing particles in any given collision [4]. The details of how exactly this is done
experimentally will discussed later on.
1.1

Why Study Neutrinos

But why are we so interested in neutrinos? What can they tell us about the universe that
the other particles cannot? For one, neutrinos are among the most abundant particles in
the universe [3]. Understanding them can lead to advancements in our understanding of
radioactive decay, star formation, and many more fields [8]. The neutrino is also of interest
because of the fact that it does not fit in the standard model through the Higgs mechanism
[9]. This mechanism is where all the other particles in the standard model get their mass
except for the neutrino [5]. So fully understanding where this particles gets its mass from
could shed a lot of light on the current state of physics. Fully realizing the standard model
could also point to new physics, like the elusive graviton, the particle associated with the
propagation of gravity waves [5]. For these reasons and many more, it is of interest to
particle physicists to study the neutrino as closely as possible through large collaborations
such as the NOνA experiment that utilizes the Fermilab neutrino detectors to analyze the
nature of these particles.
So how exactly does one go about detecting a neutrino if they are so elusive? While
we are not able to observe these particles directly, it IS possible to look at their so called
footprints and analyze the information they leave behind. The primary concept behind all
particle physics experiments is the idea of scattering. Scattering is when two particles
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interact via a central potential [1]. This process requires both an incoming beam of
particles, usually with a known flux, and aimed at a target of a specific material[6]. There
are many types of scattering such as hard sphere, inelastic, and quasi-elastic, each with
their own criteria and distinct features [10]. Quasi-Elastic for example, is the most
dominant interaction mode for neutrinos under the 1 GeV energy range [?]. Inelastic refers
to when the kinetic energy of the incoming particle is not conserved meaning that it was
either absorbed by the target or that the incoming particle was given energy upon
interaction [4]. Conversely, elastic scattering is when the total kinetic energy is conserved
in a collision [4].
There are many measurable quantities that are associated with a scattering
experiment, but the one most relevant to a neutrino analysis is a cross section. A cross
section is a quantity related to the size of a particle and is dependent on the angle of
attack, and how close the incoming object is to the particle controls the amount of
deflection observed [1]. Because we are experimentally limited, it is more feasible to take a
large sample of scattering events for a given particle beam and specified target and look at
the outgoing angles and see how big this cross sectional impact area is [3]. It is through
this sort of scattering experiment that Rutherford for example, was able to prove the
existence of the atomic nucleus by looking at the harsh scattering angles of alpha particles
off of the gold atom, which indicated that there was something dense and heavy at the
heart of the matter [11]. The experimental methods of looking at subatomic particles
differs depending on the specific interest of the experiment, but generally they all involve a
beam and a target. In the past, this was done through the use of bubble chambers [1].
These chambers were filled with superheated liquid, more often than not liquid hydrogen,
allowing ionized particles to leave their path embedded into the chamber [1]. This worked
great for most particles, however neutrinos wont interact with liquid hydrogen, or a
magnetic field for example [4]. For the analysis of neutrinos, more steps are necessary to
ensure that we get a valid analysis. Typically, this beam is comprised of some known
particle amount and flux and is directed and accelerated by a magnetic field towards the
4

target [5]. Muons for example have a decay mode where they produce electrons, an
electron neutrino, and muon neutrino (νµ ) [8]. In addition to that, various filters can be
put in place to exclude particles researchers are not interested in, allowing for
specialization. Once you collect enough data from neutrino events, you can then piece
together the cross sections of the interactions, the incoming momentum, energies and the
like [12]. Of course, there are limitations to this! By accelerating a particle faster and
faster linearly, you need a longer detector length to compensate while increasing energy in
an accelerator like the LHC means that you need stronger electromagnets to keep the
particles in orbit [3]. The next section discusses the experimental methods of how modern
neutrino oscillation experiments function and how we interpret that data.
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CHAPTER II

THE NOνA EXPERIMENT
2.1

Research Goals of NOνA

One notable experiment that is dedicated to the study of neutrinos is NOνA. NOνA stands
for NuMI off-axis neutrino νe appearance[12]. This prestigious experiment first began its
construction in 2009 and aimed to utilized the resources at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab) to study neutrinos and how they pertain to the formation of our
universe as well as the reason as to the abundant amount of matter and seemingly lack of
antimatter [13]. This group works consists of near and far detectors to study neutrino
events to better understand how exactly these particles fit into the standard model [13].
The main research goals of the NOνA experiment is to understand neutrino mass hierarchy,
matter and anti-matter symmetry, and observe muon to electron neutrino oscillations [13].
The NOνA experiment is comprised of a beamline of neutrinos and 2 detectors placed at
different distances to record neutrino interactions in order to understand more about these
particles and to mitigate uncertainties caused by the beam flux [14].
2.2

NuMI Beam and DAQ System

NOνA utilitzes 2 detectors: the near detector and the far detector. The near detector is
located 1km away from the neutrino beam source and the The detectors work essentially
by firing a beam of neutrinos at a target placed at specific distances, one hundreds of miles
away appropriately dubbed the far detector, and the other one at a much closer 900 meters
known as the near detector [12]. The schematic of these detectors is shown in Fig. 2, where
neutrinos from the NuMI beam interact with scintillator in the the PVC cells [5]. One
common element used in these cells is liquid argon. Liquid argon projection chambers have
become much more common recently especially in large experiments like NOνA and DUNE
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because of argons inert properties [15]. This scintillator produces photons as a charged
particle leaves its track in the cells [7].This photon is then read later on by the data
acquisition system (DAQ) and converted to data [7]. The beam source used by the
Fermilab near detector is called NuMI (neutrinos at the main injector), and the details can
be seen in Fig. 2 [14].The beam of neutrinos itself is what aims the neutrinos at the
detector for the scintillator to pick up. The beam is generated by initially producing a
proton source and firing that at a graphite target[14]. From here, the interaction produces
both pions and kaons as outgoing particles. These particles are then directed by large
electromagnets and focused into a tunnel where the pions will decay into both muons and
muon neutrinos[12]. From here, there are large filters in place as well as many layers of
rock that will prevent leftover muons from getting through, until a beam of primarily muon
neutrinos is leftover. The beam is also positioned off-axis from the detectors in order to get
a range of data, peaking at the 2 GeV energy range [12].

Figure 2: Diagram of the NuMi beam and its components
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Figure 3: Schematic of the NOνA detector

Using this beam, the NOνA experiment studies neutrino cross sections at various
different energy scales. Furthermore, the beam and detectors are designed to separate the
neutral current and charged current interactions [12]. NC and CC refer to the interaction
type and CC exchanges are especially relevant because this is the exchange in which we can
idenify neutrino flavors [16]. NuMI also has multiple modes that the beam mode can be set
to, each with their own uses. The forward horn current (FHC) setting refers to when the
polarity of the secondary produced particles in the beam is positive, so that the resulting
beam is primarily muon neutrinos [3]. In the case of the reverse horn current (FHC), the
opposite is true and the beam is comprised of mainly anti-muon neutrinos [3]. Of course,
any neutrino oscillation measurement will require a good understanding of neutrino
interaction cross sections [16]. The different types of scattering refer to the way in which
these interactions are actually observed at specific energies of the incoming beam. For
example, charge-current quasi-elastic events are the most abundant and are observed under
the 1 GeV threshold [10]. Resonance elastic scattering (RES) occurs between 1 and 3 GeV,
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Figure 4: Liquid scintillator panels picking up and processing incoming neutrinos

in which, pions are produced in the final state as a result of the incoming neutrino on the
target [4]. Once the limit of 5 GeV is crossed, that is when deep inelastic scattering is
observed. This is because the incoming neutrino has so much energy it is able to interact
with the individual quarks of the target particle [17]. In other words, as the energy of the
incoming neutrino increases, it becomes possible to probe the inner parts of the target
nucleus [4]. NOνA sends a countless number of neutrinos peaked at 2 GeV every second at
these detectors in hopes of recording enough events to learn more about neutrino
oscillation, specifically, the oscillation from muon neutrinos to electron neutrinos.
2.3

Data Acquisition

Once an event happens in the detector, in other words, and incoming neutrino interacts
with the scintillator, the interaction is recorded by NOνA’s data acquisition system
(DAQ). Once an interaction takes place, light will be emitted which are captured by the
Front end boards (FEB) and that information is then digitized [5]. However, this signal
often needs to be amplified with the APD or avalanche photo diode [8]. If the signal is
above a certain threshold, the APD reads that cell’s signal as a hit[10]. After this has done
its job, the FEB essentially turns the initial signal into data which is then picked up by the
Data Concentrator Module (DCM) and stored for processing [5].
As shown in Fig. 4, after this process is done, NOνAs DAQ system will then read in
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the information from an event and convert it into something that human analysts can
actually work with [3]. The DAQ usually holds information until it determines the validity
of the run and if the data is worth holding on to [5]. This raw data has many different file
formats used by researchers and can be tailored to the specific analysis, but the one
discussed later in this work will primarily be the hierarchal data format (h5). This file
format is preferred for very large data sets and has many platforms and programming
languages that work with it, making it ideal for the NOνA experiment.
2.4

Simulated Data Sets

In addition to the experimental data recorded by NOνA’s DAQ system, it is often useful to
utilize simulated data sets [10]. GENIE is neutrino Monte Carlo event generator commonly
used in the field of high energy particle physics [18]. It is an object-oriented physics
generator that can create neutrino simulation data that is often used as a baseline and
compared to experimental data so determine how accurate an experiment’s reconstruction
is [18]. In line with GENIE, Geant4 is a software package that allows users to simulate
neutrinos as they pass through a particle detector [19]. NOνA uses these two in tandem in
order to simulate large amounts of neutrino as it would interact with the near and far
detectors. Why is this useful? For one, being able to reference simulation runs give
scientists an idea of what should be adjusted for the actual experimental run [10].
Furthermore, simulation data is used to callibrate the actual detectors and to better infer
physical parameters [10].This simulation data can tell us where exactly the neutrino should
strike the detector and where exactly that vertex is located, what the energy and
momentum of the neutrino would be, etc. Using that truth information, it is possible to
measure the accuracy of NOνA’s reconstruction tools [5].
2.5

Event Reconstruction

An event in NOνA is defined to be a "slice" of the detector data and all the interactions
that occurred within it confined to a window of time, typically a few microseconds [8]. It is
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a collection of hits from the cells in the detector grouped into one set of information [12].
Millions of events have been generated over NOνAs history so when looking at any
individual event, it is important to be able to efficiently extract particular events that may
be of interest. Neutrinos specifically must be "reconstructed" because of their elusive
properties discussed last chapter. So since it is not possible to directly record the energy
and momentum of an incoming neutrino, what must be done is to invoke conservation of
energy and momentum in order to recreate the starting conditions for the event by looking
at the particles that resulted from the neutrino hit [6]. NOνA events are often
"hand-scanned", or visually checked in order to determine of a reconstruction looks
reasonable [15]. However, in order to make the process more efficient, the scientists at
NOνA have developed many algorithms that automate this process and allow them to
reconstruct any event they may be interested in.
Once an event occurs, it will be shown in a Multiview diagram that traces out the
outgoing particles and their paths as shown in Fig. 5 [6]. This figure is known as a pixel
map. By scanning this diagram, it is possible to determine the tracks of the outgoing
particles and then extrapolate the information desired about the neutrino [12]. NOνA is
able to accurately track the hits in the detector and detect the vertex of any event. The
vertex is estimated to be the point of impact between the incoming neutrino and the
detector [6]. Resulting from this vertex is all the constituent particles which are later on
used in the reconstruction process. Some complex events can even have multiple vertecies
where particles resulting from the primary vertex interacted with the detector to produce a
secondary vertex [8]. NOνAs algorithms can then create a convolutional visual network
(CVN) map of the event so its full path is visible and from there the reconstruction
algorithm can take a look at this image, similar to the one shown below and determine
where it wants to place the vertex [6].
From the outgoing particles, NOνA uses a convolution visual network (CVN)
algorithm in order to do what is referred to as vertex reconstruction [5]. By looking at the
hits from a CVN map, it can determine where the incoming neutrino struck the detector
11

Figure 5: 2D pixel map for a NOνA event

and where the outgoing particles that resulted from that collision went [20]. This network
consists of what are called multi-layered perceptrons that allow the AI to distinguish real
events from background noise and is able to classify these events [3]. Each layer has a
specific purpose and function. The algorithm takes pixel values from the CVN map as
inputs, and feeds them through different activation functions, which serve as
transformations between the layers [6]. The information can then be filtered from the
pooling layers and updated with weights and biases via a loss function, until it makes the
most accurate prediction it can. NOνA’s current vertexer is based on Caffe, a GoogLeNet
framework used for machine learning applications [3]. In order to further discuss the
implications of this thesis as well as the current methods used by NOνA on neutrino
events, the next chapter discusses the event reconstruction techniques currently used by
NOνA in detail, how they work, and what faults inherently lie with them.
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CHAPTER III

EXISTING RECONSTRUCTION METHODS
3.1

The NOνA CVN

This paper now turns to a discussion of the current neural net algorithm in use by NOνA,
known as a convolutional visual network (CVN), and its features. The CVN in place
specializes in image recognition and is used to analyze the many neutrino events recorded
by the near and far detectors at Fermilab [8]. The pixel maps previously mentioned, either
from real or simulated data sets, are what are used as the inputs for the algorithm in order
to reconstruct the neutrino event [5]. The module that is used for reconstruction is written
in the art framework, which is based in C++, but often uses python for the training files
and preprocessing. The model will look at the XZ and YZ views of the input map
separately, where once again the convolutions are applied, and filters are put in place
depending on the type of interaction observed [8].
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Figure 6: Steps in the reconstruction process

The main steps in the CVN algorithm can be broken down according to Fig. 6. The
NOνA reconstruction process starts with a slice of an event, which is just an image of the
hits [21]. Once a slice is established, a Hough transform is applied. This does a few things.
Firstly, the Hough transform groups the hits that seem to be correlated and determines a
path for each of the particles associated with the events [12]. It will place straight lines
through each cluster of hits and define them in terms of polar coordinates, specifying a
radius which refers to how long the path is as well as an angle p, which is the angle
between the x direction and the specified path [8].
Secondly, something known as a Hough density map is created by the algorithm.
This map will show the most suitable paths for the grouped hits and continuously iterate
over itself until no new peaks, or dominant lines, are found [8]. "Dense" regions are defined
as regions with activity, or a high amount of some parameter specified by the algorithm
[22]. It will also get rid of hits located around the lines to refine the estimate and minimize
the amount of noise [5]. Once the dominant lines have been confirmed, the intersection of
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them is determined to be the vertex [20]. The following equation shows the Gaussian vote,
a metric that uses the length of the line between a set of two points, denoted by ρ [8].
vote = e−

(ρ − ρ0 )2 − (θ − θ0 )2
e
2(σρ )2
2(σθ )2

(1)

Then taking the line perpendicular to p and finding its angle with the x-axis, theta.
Finally also incorporating sigma values which depend on the type of interaction, but are
dependent on the distance between hits[8]. This vote is then used in the creation of the
Hough map.
3.2

Elastic Arms Vertex Finder

The next algorithm that is applied is the Elastic arms algorithm. Elastic arms will take the
information from the Hough transformed slice and then proceed to figure out where the
vertex is located in three dimensions [23]. It reconstructs the location of the vertex based
on the guideline placed by the Hough lines [5]. Equation 3.2 is a notable calculation used
in the algorithm known as the hit/arm association.
Via =

exp −βMi a
P
exp −βλ + M
b=1 exp −βMi a

(2)

This includes an exponential term representing the probability that a hit could be
noise, as well as some other correlations as to how a hit becomes incorporated into one of
the N arms [23]. Possible vertex candidates are formed and then sorted by their position in
the Z direction, which actually does influence the result a bit and favors points with small
values of Z, ie, more dense regions of the Hough map [12]. This is because lower values of Z
indicate the cells that are closer to the directions the incoming neutrinos are hitting the
detector.
E=

N X
M
X
i=1

N X
M
M
X
2 X
2
Via Mia + λ
(
Via − 1) +
Da
λv a=1
a=1
1=1 a=1

(3)

The energy function shown by equation 3.3 takes into account the number of hits,
perpendicular distance to the generated arm M, the probability that a given hit is related
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to the arm V, and many other parameters [8]. The Elastic arms algorithm then aims to
minimize this function and determine the 3D vertex location [3].
3.3

Prong Creation with Fuzzy-K Means

The last step in the reconstruction process is the implementation for the fuzzy-k means
algorithm. This is a supervised learning algorithm that defines clusters based on a number
of input hits from the data [24]. Clustering is a method for putting similar elements into
the same group [25]. Specifically, this algorithm is a partitioning clustering method, as it
takes inputs and maps them to k number of groups [22]. This is where the formation of the
prongs is done. A prong is a bounded group of hits correlating to the path of a particle [25].
The creation of these prongs are based on the probabilities that a specific particle actually
correlate with the slice and interact with a cell, thus making it likely that the algorithm will
cut out noise and only include more probable hits generated by a real incoming neutrino[8].
The fuzzy-k means algorithm will create 2 dimensional prongs that group together
what it thinks is an outgoing particle, all the while keeping an eye out for noise and
making other corrections to ensure the vertex estimation comes out correctly[8]. They are
generated in the XZ and YZ views separately. Once these prongs are done, the algorithm
predicts where it thinks the neutrino came from by showing us the paths of the resulting
particles and the location of the event vertex, ie, where the neutrino interacted in the
detector [3]. There is however, some probability range associated with the generation of the
prongs because each hit can actually contain more than one interaction, ie, multiple hits
grouped into one, hence the "fuzziness" associated with the calculation [24]. In other words,
unlike the normal K-means algorithm, fuzzy k uses a soft membership function and allows
all hits to belong to multiple centers [26]. As shown in equation 3.4 a score is assigned to
each hit, quantifying how close it is to other hits and constantly updating that in order to
cluster the hits [8].

score =

∆T − ∆r/c
(Tres )2 + ( D∆r
)2
pen
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(4)

From the region of highest density from the Hough map, the algorithm starts with
an assumption that there is only one prong centered on that region, and iterates upon that
assumption later on [8]. The equation shown in 3.5 shows the distance to the prong center
as a function of cell position, cluster, center, and angular uncertainty.
dij = (

θj − θi 2
)
σj

(5)

Equation 3.6 shows the degree of membership of a given hit based on the distance of
that hit to the prong center.

√
m c
Uij = exp −
β

(6)

By knowing this information, the energy of the incoming neutrino can also be
reconstructed. This method however, is not without its faults. There are many different
failure modes of NOνAs traditional vertex-finding algorithm. And that is where the topic
of this thesis comes in: utilizing a machine learning algorithm in order to more accurately
determine the vertex for a neutrino event and with less discrepancy from outside
interference. There are however, many challenges in this approach. Individual hits are
what comprise the events that will be used for reconstruction. The problem is that we
cannot simply just read these hits and understand everything about an event. A lot of the
hits that the detector picks up can be noise or issues with the cells themselves so it is
important to be able to pick out which hits in an event are valid and from there, be able to
tell what kind of scattering has occurred.
3.4

Limitations with Current Reconstruction Methods

As discussed previously, the NOνA CVN contains multiple processes: the main algorithms
that are applied are the Hough transform, the elastic arms algorithm, and the prong
generation done by the fuzzy k means algorithm. One limitation with this process is that
the fuzzy k and elastic arms analysis are heavily dependent on the results of the Hough
transform [5]. The iterative process performed by this algorithm looks for the most dense
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regions on the Hough density map which is based on the density of the hits recorded by the
detector [8]. While this method is very good at identifying possible events, because lower
density regions are ignored, it also very frequently cuts out secondary events and considers
actual interactions nothing but noise [8]. Secondary vertexing is a topic of interest because
there are many complicated events that create many constituent particles that can
re-interact with each other, creating another vertex [3]. These are, however, significantly
harder to accurately reconstruct. If two tracks pertaining to a particle path are adjacent to
each other, the Hough transformation process will often compare the two and omit the one
with lower hits, thus making it very efficient at only determining primary tracks, but
limited in its application [3]. Because there is a big discrepancy with the accuracy of the
Hough transform, it affects the processing done by the elastic arms, and the accuracy of
the prongs created by the fuzzy k. Hough transforms can also be computationally
expensive if the image being processed is not small [27].
Failed reconstruction modes include misplacement of the vertex, either too far
forward or too far back along the beam axis, inclusion of noise, assignment of real hits in
the detector to noise, incorrect prong generation due to close proximity of multiple strings
of hits, just to name a few prominent ones. The following figures give prominent examples
of failed reconstruction modes.
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Figure 7: A straightforward muon event in which the prong creation associated noise with the event

Figure 8: Failed event in which the vertex was placed too far forward and the hits before that point were
excluded from the prong, and thus, did not show up in the final image

Figure 7 shows a mostly correct Muon track with a few noise hits, one of which was
pulled in by the prong formation algorithm in associated with the track. Fig. 8 Shows an
extreme case of a misplaced vertex, in which, the vertex is placed in the middle of the
neutrino track and the left half of the track is just completely omitted. Lastly, Fig. 9 shows
an example of a misplaced vertex that is too far back. The gold star represents the truth
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[H]
Figure 9: Failed event in which the final prong included noise and the vertex is placed too far backwards

information based on Monte Carlo data, but the intersection of Hough lines did not give
that outcome.
It is because of these mistakes in the reconstruction process of neutrino events that
a neural net able to distinguish noise more accurately from real hits is very appealing to
those working on NOνA. These mistakes are easy to see by the trained eye but the
difficulty lies in teaching a computer program to be able to pick out the same distinct
features in these CVN maps just as accurately if not more so than humans. To that end,
the next chapter discusses machine learning and convolutional neural networks and why
they are so useful in the field of particle physics.
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CHAPTER IV

MACHINE LEARNING BACKGROUND
4.1

Deep Learning

Machine learning is a field of study under the broader field of artificial intelligence that has
many applications due to the fact that most STEM (Science, technology, engineering,
mathematics) fields have copious amounts of data and analysis and problems that require
more computing power to solve [21]. Machine learning is the study and use of computer
algorithms that can simplify existing problems and automate processes by learning on a
given data set, without explicitly being told to do so [11]. These algorithms will construct
a model based on a certain set of training data that is fed to it, consisting of training data,
testing data, and often validation information to determine how well it performed [28].
Machine learning algorithms are being utilized more and more in STEM. This is because,
as the name suggests, this is an artificial intelligence that is capable of learning and
continues to make better decisions as time goes on [11]. One subset of machine learning is
the field of deep learning. Deep learning is defined as an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
where artificial neural networks are utilized in order to create an intelligent algorithm that
is able to learn from a given set of data [29]. Additionally, deep learning algorithms learn
to make improved decisions based on how accurate the previous decision was [9]. In this
sense, they are similar to the human brain and are, in fact, modeled to be so. Dendrites
send signals to the brain where the electrical pulses are transferred between terminals and
on to the next neuron [13]. This system is what is known as an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) [13]. These networks are created to learn in place of human processing and applied
to various different data sets [13].
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4.2

Deep Learning in Context of Vertexing

This is especially useful when it comes to vertexing because having an algorithm that
becomes accustomed to the millions of neutrino events its fed and is able to succeed in the
more difficult to distinguish situations would be invaluable to the NOνA experiment.
Additionally, certain types of events are more likely to be met with reconstruction errors
than other types [3]. Muon events for example are fairly well established. These tracks are
long and straight and usually span the length of the detector, making them very distinct
and easy for current reconstruction algorithms to detect [10]. Other types of events are
harder to distinguish from each other due to various factors however. There is also the
factor of noise to consider, as quite often noise is mistaken for an actual event and when the
prong construction starts, the algorithm will group hits together that are not necessarily
correlated to the incoming particle [5]. And then there is the subject of secondary vertexing
which complicates the machine learning algorithm even more. These are even more difficult
to accurately pick up using a reconstruction algorithm but is a point of interest in the field.
4.3

Learning Methods

But how exactly do these networks actually learn? There are many types of learning, but
the primary ones that will be discussed in this work are supervised and unsupervised
learning methods. This refers to whether the training set is labeled with what event is a
neutrino event, what the truth information for a vertex is, versus the algorithm just
making educated guesses based on copying what has been done before [11]. Unsupervised
learning is also typically measured in terms of reduction of some sort of cost function [29].
Supervised learning is useful because it allows one to train a model and making sure it is
reliable in its predictions [5]. Once the model is built however, it is possible to run it on an
unlabeled data set. This is insightful because once you know that the model is functional
to some degree of accuracy, letting it loose on a something completely unknown can
provide invaluable data. There are also many recent indications of unsupervised hierarchal
training allows models to perform better on pattern supervised classification problems, so
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Figure 10: Perceptron diagram depicting role of loss function and linear operators

these methods are not mutually exclusive [28].
4.4

Perceptrons

These algorithms are based on a network of artificial neurons, essentially mimicking the
way the human neural networks functions [29]. This neural network is called a perceptron
network, complete with inputs, outputs, and a central processing apparatus [29]. This
outline is displayed in Fig. 10 where the inputs X have a weight W associated with them.
The perceptrons themselves are functions implemented into the code which take inputs,
applying its filters, weights, and other adjustable parameters and then outputs it based on
an activation function specified by the user [6]. There are both linear and nonlinear types
of activation functions, but both essentially take multiple inputs and are used to solve
problems, though nonlinear functions have more complexity to them so they are often used
for more difficult applications [3]. Some example of activation functions include Gaussian
functions, Heaviside, and logarithmic activations [3].
So why exactly is deep learning such a field of interest and how can it solve
problems that were unanswerable prior to its inception? Firstly, deep learning models do
not require a predetermined structured data set [21]. Because of the way that they are
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built, they look for patterns within the given data, which can be both empirical or in the
case of some visual networks, actual images and so the neural net models are able to detect
distinct features and through enough exposure, come to its own conclusion on what a
certain phenomenon is [11]. They can also be fitted with loss functions in order to quantify
how well it is learning over time, which can either be regression or classification based [21].
The loss function discussed in this work is a regression based model based on a logarithmic
function.
Secondly as to why these models are so useful is that the perceptrons are able to
take in many large tensors as inputs and assign each of them weights and bias terms before
passing them off to the activation functions [29]. Additionally, it is possible to build a full
network of these perceptrons in multiple layers, meaning that each neuron in a given layer
is linked to every neuron in the next layer [12]. This can result in overfitting and can
output multiple variables from the final output layer [30]. The problem of overfitting can
however, be addressed through the extensive use of a preprocessor that crops the images
before the model reads them [30]. Furthermore, in between the input and output layers
however are the hidden layers, in which the algorithm applies the weights and activation
functions, essentially performing a series of transformations to the inputs before feeding
them to the output layer [21].
4.5

Convolution Neural Networks

There are many different kinds of machine learning programs, but the one that is of
particular interest is a convolutional neural net (CNN), as that is both the type of
Artificial neural net used by NOνA and the type proposed later in chapters 5 and 6 of this
work. A CNN is a type of artificial neural network that is specifically used in the field of
image recognition [30]. CNNs are most frequently trained to find patterns in visual data
and classify them [29]. These models are The components of a CNN are shown in Fig. 11
in more detailed than what was shown in 3.1. This not only has applications in data
science, but also language learning, facial recognition, audio analysis, and much more [21].
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This is done by assigning numerical values to each pixel that comprises an image and
reading in those numbers [21]. Once a picture is broken down into data, each subsequent
layer recognizes more and more distinct features [30]. For example, the first layer might
look at some simple features of the image, lines corners, etc. and based on that input it
will apply some weights and functions [5]. Once done, the CNN will look at the amount of
loss and reweight for the next layer in the forward stage process, getting more refined each
time while adjusting necessary parameters [12].

Figure 11: Convolutional Neural Network Flowchart
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As the name suggests, these algorithms also perform a convolution on the incoming
inputs. A convolution is defined as a mathematical transformation on two functions thus
producing a third, which is satisfying some sort of algebraic relationship like commutativity
or associativity [29]. In the context of machine learning and CNN’s, a convolution is used
for feature extraction, or the pulling of distinct properties of an input using a kernel [21].
This process is shown in Fig. 12. Simple inputs from a 4x3 cell can be split up and
associated with the kernel in order to get an output, in this case a linear combination of
the input and kernel variables.

Figure 12: Mathematical Convolution showing how the input and kernel contribute to the output

The inputs for these sort of algorithms is some sort of data set, typically very large
because machine learning algorithms can efficiently sift through them [11]. Figure 13
displays how a data set is split up into training data, validation data and test data to be
used by a neural network. The training data set serves to get the CNN up to speed so to
speak, training it on a specific parameter until it is ready to be validated by the validation
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data [31]. This portion serves to keep a track of how well the network is learning as well as
provide some adjustments of needed [21]. Finally is the testing set where the CNN is
applied to in order to evaluate the model and see how well it can perform now that it
knows what to look for [30]. CNNS do however, typically take a significant amount of time
to train and adjust because they often have millions of different parameters [30].

Figure 13: Diagram showing how a data set is split up and utilized in the training and testing process

Once it passes this convolution layer it works just like any other deep leaning model
where it goes to the activation map contained within the hidden layers. CNNs also
however, look at color channels as an input when reading these images [21]. This is
especially useful when considering the light picked up by the cells in the NOνA detectors,
as this light can be quantified by the CNN in the form of three dimensional tensors
comprised of red, blue, and green [3]. Training time is often shorter when compared to
other artificial networks due to the fact that CNNs utilize local neurons when filtering
parameters from surrounding neurons, basically reducing the amount of resources it has to
use to look at any one weighting, making it faster at this process [30]. In order to further
streamline this process, pooling layers are often added to the structure of a CNN as well
[29]. These take the convolutional layers as inputs and further apply filters, allowing a lot
of unnecessary information to be removed [21]. Afterwards, we have the hidden layers as
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previously mentioned, but CNNs also include dense layers that flatten the information from
the previous layer, essentially simplifying that information into a single column vector,
which is then accepted by the output [5]. Furthermore, CNNs use hierarchal data in order
to construct a method of how to solve the problem based on simple patterns. Now that
there is an understanding of the theory and a framework in place, the next few sections
detail a proposal of a convolutional neural network application in NOνA. This work
proposes a regression based, supervised model that can generate vertex objects more
accurately than the existing NOνA vertexer.
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CHAPTER V

UTILIZATION OF A NEW VERTEX FINDER:
REGRESSION BASED CNN
5.1

Initial Construction of a More Efficient CNN

Now that the currently existing methods of reconstruction in use by NOνA have been
discussed, we turn to a discussion of a regression based supervised convolutional neural
network in hopes of remedying the failed reconstruction events often seen in neutrino
physics and to provide a more accurate vertex determining method. The basis of this
regression based CNN was developed at Wichita State University by Zakaria Elkarghli. In
his work, Improvement of the NOνA Event Near Detector Reconstruction and Primary
Vertexing Through the Application of Machine Learning Methods, Elkarghli outlines the
framework used to develop this model. By using pixel maps from a neutrino event as an
input, the model is able to predict the location of the event’s vertex for the three different
spacial coordinates [3]. This models also uses a logcosh regression loss function. Elkarghlis
initial test utilized GENIEs 2019 mini production forward horn current data set and used a
python based pre-processor to train and analyze the model. This set was comprised of
validation data and further moved onto a more standard set of around 75,000 events.
The model is comprised of two networks that take a look at each of the views given
to it by the CVN map [3]. There are many factors that can affect the performance of the
model such as the number of trainable parameters, activation function, number of deep
layers, etc. but ultimately once the CVN map has been ran through the convolutional
layer, the two views are merged through a concatenation layer and the information is
interpreted accordingly [3]. The loss function used in this analysis was a logarithmic
hyperbolic cosine function shown in equation 5.1 (logcosh) and performed better
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comparatively than root mean square and mean square error functions.
L(ŷi , ŷ) =

n
X

log(cosh(ŷi − ŷ))

(7)

i=1

The ŷi term is representative of the true value for the it h iteration and the ŷ is the
predicted value.
5.2

Further Analysis on the Regression Based CNN

The focus of this analysis was to create a more productive method for NOνA
reconstruction. To accomplish this, the following sections propose a further revision of
Elkarghli’s neural network, as being able to produce a more powerful and accurate
reconstruction method could prove useful to the NOνA by allowing for further analysis of
difficult neutrino events. NOνA reconstruction. To this end, the model was extensively
tested on reverse horn current and forward horn current simulation data sets. The specific
sets utilized in this analysis are listed in the appendix. These sets were constructed from
the Geant4 package using GENIE Monte Carlo neutrino data. The reason for this is so
that we can determine how accurate the model is in its vertex predictions in a
straightforward comparison. This analysis was performed in python with the TensorFlow
software library being used as the basis for the neural net. Firstly the production 5 RHC
and FHC file sets were transferred over to the local cluster used for this analysis, Wichita
State Universitys Beoshock cluster. A preprocessor code designed to extract information
from HDF5 files was ran in order to extract the reconstructed neutrino energy, PDG
information, and the truth vertex information, ie, where the vertex is located for that
event. Contained within this file, the CVN map is a three dimensional object with values 2,
100, and 80 referring to the two different views that are analyzed separately by the neural
net and is spread over 100 different planes, each with 80 total cells on them. The total
number of events was 90,000 for the RHC set and 70,000 for the FHC set.
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5.3

Improvements Made to the Initial CNN

One of the first things to be improved were the preprocessor and vertex finder codes
needed to be updated, as Elkarghli’s work was specifically tailored to the MiniProd input
files and was causing errors when applied to the FHC and RHC file sets. Next, the vertex
finder code that took the training and testing file sets from the preprocessor has been
overhauled. A prediction plotter module was added to take the vertex information in the
form of .csv files and plot them according to interaction type, spacial coordinate, and to
produce a comparison between the CNN model and the NOνA vertexer. Additionally, 3
different analyses were done to fully understand how the CNN model is performing. The
RHC and FHC data sets were ran through the vertexer module and compared with the old
CVN for the overall intact set, split by interaction mode, and lastly split by final state
particle. Along with all these runs, plots showing the difference in distribution between the
two methods were created and Gaussian fits were added as shown in equation 5.2.
f (x) = a exp −

(x − b)2
2c2

Furthermore, the mean and root mean square deviation of each of these sub sets
was found in order to see how accurate the new CNN model is in comparison with the
NOνA CVN.
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(8)

CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1

Overall RHC and FHC Data Sets

Presented in this section is the brute of the analysis that was done between the traditional
vertexing method and the convolutional neural net. This first section displays the
difference in performance between the two methods based on the overall data set. The
following plots show the count, or the number of events on the y axis, whereas the x axis is
labeled as "reco-true". This refers to the difference between the true vertex from the MC
simulation and the predicted vertex. For this analysis, the total number of events was
included and regardless of the nature of the individual event, the performance was
analyzed and split by coordinate. Additionally, both long horn current and far horn
current files were ran through the traditional vertexer as well as the CNN model. Gaussian
fits were added as previously mentioned in an attempt to make the plots easier to interpret
and to show how the Gaussian tails influence the distribution. A few other metrics
including both RMS and mean values are included to give a sense of scale for how well each
vertex algorithm performed. Additionally, for each run, the data points within a certain
range were counted to determine which algorithm was constricting events more tightly
within said range. This value was chosen to be plus or minus 200 centimeters. The number
of events in this range was counted in order to show how good the CNN algorithm is at
constraining the values more tightly. These values are discussed for a few chosen cases.
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Figure 14: Overall Data Set RHC Run Traditional Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 15: Overall Data Set RHC Run CNN
Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 14 Displays the difference between the reconstruction vertex information
estimated by the traditional vertexing method used by NOνA and the truth information
from the Monte Carlo simulations. This first set of plots is for the RHC run. What one
would expect to see is a distribution centered around 0, as this would convey that the
vertex estimation is very close to the actual vertex coordinate position. The x axis is the
difference between the true informaton from the Monte Carlo simulation and the vertexer
estimation. The y axis is the number of entries in the set. In contrast to the offset
Gaussian, Fig. 15 shows the CNN distribution which is much more concentrated at 0,
indicated by the taller Gaussian peak. Furthermore, the mean value displayed in the figure
is also much closer to zero. Fig 16 repeats the traditional vertexing for the y coordinate
this time and it is clear that the CNN is outperforming it by viewing Fig. 17. For the x
coordinate for example, the old vertexer contained 90803 events in a range of 200 cm away
from zero in both directions while the new CNN contained 93103, a difference of about 3
percent.
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Figure 16: Overall Data Set RHC Run Traditional Vertexer Y Coordinate

Figure 17: Overall Data Set RHC Run CNN
Vertexer Y Coordinate

Figure 18: Overall Data Set RHC Run Traditional Vertexer Z Coordinate

Figure 19: Overall Data Set RHC Run CNN
Vertexer Z Coordinate

Starting with figure 20, the FHC analysis is done for the full data set, or in other
words, these sets of plots along with the previous ones have not been split up in any way
and simply analyzed by both vertexing methods. Once again, the CNN has a much sharper
peak centered around 0 and the mean and standard deviation are significantly reduced.
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Figure 20: Overall Data Set FHC Run Traditional Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 21: Overall Data Set FHC Run CNN
Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 22: Overall Data Set FHC Run Traditional Vertexer Y Coordinate

Figure 23: Overall Data Set FHC Run CNN
Vertexer Y Coordinate

Figure 24: Overall Data Set FHC Run Traditional Vertexer Z Coordinate

Figure 25: Overall Data Set FHC Run CNN
Vertexer Z Coordinate

A mean close to zero is indicative of a very good estimation on the part of the CNN,
as this would indicate that its guess as to the location of the vertex is very close to the true
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simulated value. What we see is that the CNN model is significantly more accurate than
the old vertexer, even going as far was cutting the root mean square value in half for these
first few plots. The next section details another comparison between the traditional
vertexer and the CNN on both FHC and RHC files, but also a MiniProd set.
6.2

RHC/FHC Comparison in Performance

The next set of plots shows both the traditional vertex and the CNN acting on the RHC
and FHC overall data sets once again. THis time the reco performance and the model were
compared with the truth information just like in the first section for the overall data set,
but are now being directly compared to the truth information instead of taking the
difference in order to get a mean around 0. These were then plotted and a red line was
added to the plot to show the area where the vertex is desired to be close to. In other
words, the points that fall along the red line are the events with little to no difference
between the algorithm guess and the truth information. The darker regions around this
line indicate that there are a larger number of events that follow this trend.

Figure 26: RHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 26 shows the CNN and traditional vertexer for the RHC run on the x
coordinate and it is clear that the left plot is much more constricted around the slope 1
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line. This indicates that the events are less spread out from the ideal and that the regions
of high density are more tightly constricted. This means that there are more events
following the idealistic red line, so more entries are closer to the truth value from the
Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 27: RHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer Y Coordinate

Figure 28: RHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer Z Coordinate

Figures 29 - 31 show the same set of plots but for the FHC run. Once again a
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similar trend is seen here so it is easy to determine that the new CNN is much more
restricted to this line, resulting in a better fitted plot.

Figure 29: FHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer X Coordinate

Figure 30: FHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer Y Coordinate
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Figure 31: FHC Run CNN(left) VS Traditional(right) Vertexer Z Coordinate

6.3

Splitting by Final State Particle

Another way a useful analysis can be performed is by looking at the outgoing particle type.
When a neutrino enters the detector, it interacts with the cells and produces an outgoing
particle or particles, and based on those tracks, it is possible to reconstruct the event.
Some outgoing particles have more well established reconstructions than others. Muons for
example are straightforward, as their tracks are long, straight, and simple. Whereas pions
can interact with the scintillator multiple times and other particles like final state electrons
are just so sparse that there is not enough data on them to conduct full analyses in a
timely manner. The third section details the analysis when split up by final state pdg
number. PDG, or Particle Data Group number is a value assigned to a specific particle
used in various analyses such as detector simulations and event generator interfacing [32]
The number convention for which was pulled from the Monte Carlo PDG analysis and
incorporated into the analysis code. In this section, each of the events were split based on
the particles of interest being pi zero, muons, pi-plus, electrons, and anti-muons and
electrons. However, this methodology could easily be applied to any specific particle of
interest. Doing so will help us determine how well the vertexers perform on one type of
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event versus another. The results shown are the difference plots for each particle instance,
in which the true vertex information was subtracted from the algorithm prediction in an
attempt to get a mean of close to zero. Once again, Gaussian fits were applied to more
clearly show the relationship for each final state particle type.

Figure 32: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State π 0

Figure 33: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State π 0

Fig 32 and 33 display the difference plot for the π 0 run along with the mean and
standard deviation. For these plots, about 91.9 percent of events were within the boundary
of plus or minus 200 for the traditional method, and about 99.97 percent for the new
vertexer model.

Figure 34: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State π 0

Figure 35: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Y Coordinate Final State π 0
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Figure 36: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State π 0

Figure 37: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State π 0

This process was repeated, complete with a count of how many events there were
and what percentage of events were within a predefined range of plus or minus 200 cm.
Below, this was done for the π + final state particle events.

Figure 38: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State π +

Figure 39: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State π +
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Figure 40: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State π +

Figure 41: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State π 0

Figure 42: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State π +

Figure 43: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State π +

Just from looking at the first set of plots, it is clear that even in this analysis, the
CNN model is performing notably better and is yielding distributions close to 0, with many
of the mean values being less than 1 while the traditional vertexer sees means in single and
double digits. The next set of figures continues the analysis for a final state muon, which is
a relatively well established type of event for neutrino analysis.
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Figure 44: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State µ−

Figure 45: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State µ−

Figure 46: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State µ−

Figure 47: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Y Coordinate Final State µ−

Figure 48: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State µ−

Figure 49: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State µ−

For the muon run, it is once again observed that the traditional vertexer was more
loosley constricted, holding about 91.1 percent of events within the specified range while
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the CNN held an impressive 99.8 percent. Anti particles were also included in the analysis
and below are the figures associated with the anti-muon run.

Figure 50: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State µ

Figure 51: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State µ

Figure 52: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State µ

Figure 53: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Y Coordinate Final State µ

Figure 54: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State µ

Figure 55: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State µ
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Lastly, the final state electron and positron events were also evaluated. It should be
noted however, that the number of events in these events especially is very small.
Therefore, the plots presented to not tell a completely accurate story when it comes to the
performance of these two reconstruction methods, as there was simply not enough data to
analyze. The same could even be said about the muon and anti-muon events as well to a
lesser extent. In Fig. 56 for example, it is apparent that there are not a lot of events
simply by looking at the distribution of the reco-true plot.

Figure 56: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State e−

Figure 57: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State e−

Figure 58: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State e−

Figure 59: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Y Coordinate Final State e−
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Figure 60: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State e−

Figure 61: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State e−

For the positron analysis especially, it is apparent that the mean values of the
distributions are very large, not centering around 0 event for the CNN estimations.

Figure 62: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
X Coordinate Final State Positron

Figure 63: RHC Run CNN Vertexer X Coordinate Final State Positron

Figure 64: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Y Coordinate Final State Positron

Figure 65: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Y Coordinate Final State Positron
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Figure 66: RHC Run Traditional Vertexer
Z Coordinate Final State Positron

Figure 67: RHC Run CNN Vertexer Z Coordinate Final State Positron

For the purposes of not being too repetitive, the FHC difference plots were omitted
from this, but their contents summarized along with the FHC run in the next section and
the appendix so that the reader may read about the difference in performance between the
FHC and RHC settings. Additionally, while the splitting by interaction mode analysis was
mentioned previously and does indeed give us a better idea of how the model performs
across different situations, the difference plots for that analysis were omitted. The
relationship observed for both of these sets was in line with the expectation confirmed by
the RHC run, ie, the vertexer outperformed the current NOνA CVN.
6.4

Uncertainties and Loss

The following tables are summary tables of the results discussed in the previous section.
Each table represents the overall data sets with no splitting and how well each vertexing
algorithm performed on these data sets over the 70,000 events for the RHC run and the
180,000 for the FHC data. The numbers are split up by coordinate and the means and
standard deviation for each coordinate is given.
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Figure 68: Loss in the X direction over 200 epochs

Figure 69: Loss in the Y direction over 200 epochs
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Figure 70: Loss in the Z direction over 200 epochs

The images shown in figures 68 - 70 depict the loss for the CNN algorithm for each
coordinate direction when ran over 200 iterations through the feedback loop. These plots
show a downtrending relationship, showing that as time goes on and the algorithm iterates
more, the loss is decreased. This loss function was defined earlier and is a measure of how
well this CNN learns in a supervised manner.
Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

12.784

-0.854

58.282

23.437

Y-Coordinate

3.109

0.461

63.930

23.439

Z-Coordinate

-6.441

0.719

60.582

40.548

Table 1: RHC Run Comparison Table for Overall Data Set

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

9.350

-0.724

49.186

23.277

Y-Coordinate

3.572

0.432

62.174

23.043

Z-Coordinate

-4.457

0.899

56.518

47.649

Table 2: FHC Run Comparison Table for Overall Data Set

Tables 1 and 2 shown above are summary tables of the overall data set showing the
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mean and RMS values for the new and old vertexing methods for each coordinate
direction. Also, this was split up between the RHC and FHC as well as a separate table for
each final state particle run, which are located in the appendix.
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CHAPTER VII

NOνASOFT
The information regarding NOνAsoft and reconstruction tools in the follwing section is
taken from the "Intensity Frontier Common Offline Documentation: art Workbook and
Users Guide" [33].
NOνAsoft is the NOνA experiments unique computing software based in C++ that
is used to actually process all of the data incoming from the detectors. This software is
often used to read artroot files and adding on pieces of information to them. Art is used
with both simulation data, say from GEANT4 as well as the raw data from the detectors.
This event processing framework consists of modules used to accomplish different tasks.
Each module specializes in a task so for example, there are producer, analyzer, and filter
modules. Analyzer modules are the most simple and generally used all they do is take in a
set of data and perform a set of operations on that data. Producer modules are useful
when one wants to override data or add new data products to the file set. Filter modules
are used to filter out pieces of information under a certain criteria. Prominent in this type
of analysis is the Fermilab Hierarchal Configuration Language, or FHiCL files. These files
are very convenient because any time a configuration needs to be changed for a different
type of analysis it can be done sporadically without having to re build the whole file set.
These file types are often incorporated into modules to provide a set of instructions and
perform a job, also known as job FHCiL files. The different sections of a module are also
important. Most modules have a source block where you can define the module type and
declare the methods, a services block where services are configured and anything that
needs to run before the event loop is placed here, often in the form of FHCiL files. Lastly,
there is the physics block where all the actual calculations and physics operators perform
their tasks. This is the analysis portion; it essentially takes each event and performs a loop
on each event based on what the user wants it to do. Art also lets you modify things like
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event displays and cvn information pertaining to specific events, so it is very useful in the
field of reconstruction.

Figure 71: Typical event display opened in art. Reconstruction steps can be viewed and currently there are
prongs in place for this event

Fig. 71 shows a typical art session in which. reconstruction information can be
toggled on and off, event looking at individual slices one at a time. This is something that
is not currently possible with the CNN on Wichita State University’s local cluster, so being
able to implement this into NOνA fully to take advantage of all the existing reconstruction
and analysis tools would be be invaluable. After the analysis presented in chapter 6 was
completed, an art module was created based on the EventCVN module currently used by
NOνA. This module handles the CVN information for the current neural net in use for
reconstruction so this analysis was based on that module. Additionally, the Elastic Arms
module named ElasticArmsHS was used as a baseline because it contained lines of code
that produce a new vertex like object and a slice association to that vertex. This module
was constructed with the use of TensorFlow in mind since it is what the initial CNN
algorithm was built upon. It is possible that the module could be configured for PyTorch,
but a full analysis has not been performed. Preliminary testing for incorporating the CNN
vertexer into NOνA is underway, and once implemented, it will be posssible to test over
full data sets to get a scope of how powerful the CNN method is, but there are no current
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metrics or results from implementing the CNN into art.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION
8.1

Incorporating the Model into NOνA

There are many further steps needed to be taken in order to fully realize the scope of this
analysis. Firstly, the neural net architecture needs to be incorporated into the NOνAsoft
framework in order to be used with the full data sets and processes to get the best
comparison possible. As discussed previously, this would allow for the use of NOνA’s
reconstruction tools, allowing scientists to look at events slice by slice, look at Hough lines,
and see if all of these things are consistent with the perfomance of the vertexer seen in this
paper. Additionally, the CNN model presented in this work has not been ran with the
other existing NOνA algorithms such as the Fuzzy k-means and Hough transforms. While
the model does give clear results for how well it does versus the existing NOνA Elastic
Arms algorithm, incorporating this into NOνA and seeing if it runs smoothly in all sections
of the reconstruction process is important.
8.2

Interpreting the Results

By running the CNN model against the current NOνA CVN in many different analyses a
few main points have become clear. First, by comparing the distributions as well as the
mean and RMS values for the difference plots presented in the Results and Analysis
portion, it is clear that the model outperforms the NOνA CVN in almost every category.
Whether split by interaction mode, final state particle, or looking at overall data set, the
CNN model had significantly smaller means and RMS values, telling us that there were a
larger amount of events with a mean closer to 0. This means that it agrees more with the
GENIE simulation data and that there is less variance in the data set. Typical means seen
in the last section for the traditional CVN were often in the double digits. With a PVC cell
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in each of the detectors only being about 5 cm in width, these numbers tell us that events
happening in completely different cells can be confused.
One main source of discrepancy in this analysis is the oddly large values of mean
and RMS for the traditional vertexing method. Despite being less efficient in most different
type of events than the new CNN, NOνAs CVN seemed to perform especially poorly when
it comes to the RHC and FHC file sets, having values of mean not even remotely close to
zero and instead give the impression of a random distribution. This is not apparent when
looking at the diff reco plots, where the difference between the true vertex and the neural
net guesses for the vertex is plotted. However, when a Gaussian fit was applied to these
data sets, it became apparent that the mean was being shifted by some sort of outliers that
were not visible within the scale of the plots. These Gaussian fits on the traditional CVN
for the most part had very mild peaks, suggesting that they are being pulled significantly
by some outliers or large number of events.
Another interesting source of error occurred when splitting the data sets by final
state particle. Both vertexers did well on the well established events with lots of events to
look through such as the pi 0, pi plus, and muon events. However when it came to the
electron and positron events especially, the traditional NOνA CVN actually outperformed
the new neural net. It should be pointed out however, that the number of events that
ended in a final stat electron or positron numbers very small. It is thus, difficult to draw
conclusions about how well the CNN does for these sorts of events because there were
simply not enough data points to give very accurate results.
8.3

Future Works and Final Remarks

There are a lot more metrics and analyses that can be performed in order to fully
understand how the CNN model performs. Possibly the most relevant next analysis would
be a comparison of computing times between the CNN model and NOνA’s CVN in order
to get an idea of how quickly they can perform their analysis on a set of data. As discussed
throughout this work, the CNN model is significantly more efficient. However, if for
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example the CNN takes twice as long, this computing time offsets the value obtained from
running a better performing model. Model combination is one method to combat this.
Model combination is the combining of multiple neural network models in order to decrease
their processing time [34]. Additionally, optimizing the computing costs utilized
throughout the training and testing process is something that should also be considered.
While using Wichita State University’s Beoshock cluster, a typical session would be using
256 GB of ram to run the job, and required a graphics processing unit (GPU) in order to
calculate the loss and iterate over 200 epochs. Reducing this as much as possible, or at
least determining the minimum amount of resources required to run the model would allow
any future analyses to optimize computing resources. There is also the problem of
overfitting, which is a result of the model being overly connected in between layers [29].
One remedy to this is the method of dropout, in which, units and their connections are
chosen to be randomly dropped during the training process [34]. This results in a thinned
and more streamlined model that is not as prone to overfitting since the model is now
regularized and noise is added to the hidden layers [34].
Finally let us pose the question: why is this all important? Why do these results
matter and why is there a desire for a better vertexng algorithm? Neutrinos are very
difficult particles to study and so if we have available to us a model that we know is
accurate and that we have tested extensively on well-established event types, we can then
apply it to future problems that we do not know much about, possibly leading to some
profound discoveries. This is especially useful for future experiments in which a model has
not yet been developed. Having a more accurate vertexer will allow scientists to better
reconstruct neutrino events, thus allowing us to more accurately know what the energy and
momentum is for the neutrinos at NOνA and work towards the research goals established
at the start of this work. Namely, a better understanding of the true nature of the
standard model and a possible revelation in understanding the neutrino mass hierarchy and
their oscillations between eigenstates.
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APPENDIX A
Data Set Definitions
Below is the list of GENIE simulation files used for this analysis:
prod_h5_R19-11-18prod5reco.x_nd_genie_N1810j0211a_nonswap_fhc_nova_v08_full_v1
prod_h5_R19-11-18prod5reco.x_nd_genie_N1810j0211a_nonswap_rhc_nova_v08_full_v1
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APPENDIX B
Summary Tables
Below, there is a group of summary tables that condense the information from the
previously shown plots and conveniently split up the different parameters so that the
reader may get a better understanding of the comparison that is presented between the two
different vertexing methods. Each table is labeled as to which data set it correlates to and
which final state particle the values are representing.
Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

34.471

0.691

181.105

21.943

Y-Coordinate

-25.0925

0.0555

117.886

22.681

Z-Coordinate

136.401

-3.037

461.794

35.127

Table 3: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Pi 0

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

35.571

0.474

176.376

22.929

Y-Coordinate

-25.693

-0.720

116.923

20.074

Z-Coordinate

152.051

-1.695

552.894

33.509

Table 4: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Pi Plus

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

34.951

0.324

178.386

22.512

Y-Coordinate

-20.970

-0.967

110.054

26.238

Z-Coordinate

127.799

0.0526

427.530

38.910

Table 5: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Muon
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Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

41.416

-0.002

191.258

25.192

Y-Coordinate

-23.010

-0.151

120.703

21.242

Z-Coordinate

122.065

1.289

381.814

41.927

Table 6: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Anti-Muon

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

3.344

-5.973

72.567

17.263

Y-Coordinate

-1.145

2.229

96.758

10.877

Z-Coordinate

48.687

3.843

167.070

18.352

Table 7: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Electron

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

178.232

7.065

383.501

23.240

Y-Coordinate

-38.013

-13.182

118.715

25.771

Z-Coordinate

290.018

-7.12

647.495

12.333

Table 8: RHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Positron

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

44.952

0.787

188.027

20.825

Y-Coordinate

-30.215

0.066

122.674

23.439

Z-Coordinate

123.906

-0.007

441.586

38.059

Table 9: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Pi 0
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Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

40.113

1.565

183.877

24.675

Y-Coordinate

-25.303

-0.140

117.245

23.533

Z-Coordinate

134.193

-1.101

558.098

66.675

Table 10: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Pi Plus

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

42.441

1.0646

183.657

22.512

Y-Coordinate

-24.248

0.138

112.750

23.372

Z-Coordinate

133.621

-2.357

474.731

33.537

Table 11: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Muon

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

27.612

2.465

161.291

26.590

Y-Coordinate

-20.895

-1.967

99.593

19.907

Z-Coordinate

122.974

0.315

446.909

40.743

Table 12: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Anti-Muon

Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

93.391

0.826

264.784

16.128

Y-Coordinate

-59.142

-3.172

170.644

12.128

Z-Coordinate

94.212

3.416

268.873

45.886

Table 13: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Electron
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Coordinate

Old mean

New mean

Old RMS

New RMS

X-Coordinate

80.433

-10.802

239.280

28.418

Y-Coordinate

-32.120

2.801

83.309

33.993

Z-Coordinate

378.537

0.502

902.737

21.123

Table 14: FHC Run Comparison Table for Final State Positron
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APPENDIX C
Spread Plots
Furthermore, below are the detector spread plots mentioned earlier split up by interaction
mode. This refers to the method of interaction for each event and is dependent on the
energy scale e.g. deep inelastic scattering only happens at high energies. Note that the
spread for the x coordinate has been left out of this work because it is still being worked on
(errors were encountered it getting it to compile). Additionally, the RHC is what is shown
below. Y-coordinate is shown on the left while the z-coordinate is shown on the right.

Figure 72: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison QE Y Coordinate
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Figure 73: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison QE Z Coordinate

Figure 74: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison RES Y Coordinate
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Figure 75: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison RES Z Coordinate

Figure 76: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison DIS Y Coordinate
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Figure 77: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison DIS Z Coordinate

Figure 78: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison NC Y Coordinate
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Figure 79: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison NC Z Coordinate

Figure 80: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison CC Y Coordinate
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Figure 81: RHC Run Event Spread Comparison CC Z Coordinate
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